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annex An addition to a document.
The left bank of the Rhine was annexed by France in 1797.

autonomous Having the freedom to act independently.
An autonomous judiciary.

capitol The government building in Washington where the United States Senate
and the House of Representatives meet.

circumstance The set of facts or circumstances that surround a situation or event.
He was found dead but there were no suspicious circumstances.

citizen A native or naturalized member of a state or other political community.
A British citizen.

citizenship Conduct as a citizen.
Award for good citizenship.

community Agreement as to goals.
The scientific community.

confederation The act of forming an alliance or confederation.
Canada became a confederation in 1867.

countryside The inhabitants of countryside areas.
They explored the surrounding countryside.

enumerate Determine the number or amount of.
There is not space to enumerate all his works.

ethnographic
Relating to the scientific description of peoples and cultures with their
customs, habits, and mutual differences.
Ethnographical data.

ethnology The branch of anthropology that deals with the division of humankind into
races and with their origins and distribution and distinctive characteristics.
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federation
The act of constituting a political unity out of a number of separate states
or colonies or provinces so that each member retains the management of
its internal affairs.
A first step in the federation of Europe.

independence Freedom from control or influence of another or others.
They maintained close relations with England even after independence.

korean The Altaic language spoken by Koreans.

localization A determination of the place where something is.
Differences in localization of growth control molecules in carcinoma.

national A national newspaper as opposed to a local one.
National forests.

nationality People having common origins or traditions and often comprising a nation.
The change of a name does not discard nationality.

nationally Extending throughout an entire nation.
A nationally recognized brand.

populous Densely populated.
The populous city of Shanghai.

posit Put in position place.
The Professor posits Cohen in his second category of poets.

putrescent Becoming putrid.
The odour of putrescent flesh.

regional Relating to the regions of a country rather than the capital.
Regional and local needs.

scotland
One of the four countries that make up the United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland; located on the northern part of the island of
Great Britain; famous for bagpipes and plaids and kilts.

specify
Specify as a condition or requirement in a contract or agreement make an
express demand or provision in an agreement.
Specify the parameters.

surrounding All round a particular place or thing.
Cardiff and the surrounding area.

town The particular town under consideration especially one s own town.
Churchill was in town.

unite Act in concert or unite in a common purpose or belief.
The two Germanys officially united.

verbalize Make (a word, especially a noun) into a verb.
This depressed patient does not verbalize.
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welsh
A Celtic language of Wales.
Banks began welshing on their agreement not to convert dollar reserves
into gold.


